Urban Archaeology: Documenting the Missoula Historic Underground
ANTY 467, Section 82, CRN 50943
June 10-28, 2013  Tuition: $1075 Lab Fee: $45 Credits: 4
Students will participate in an ongoing research project dedicated to documenting and investigating the archaeological and architectural remains of Missoula, Montana’s historic underground landscape. Students will learn basic field and research methods (e.g., urban archaeological survey, historic building documentation and analysis, test excavation, oral and historical source interpretation), with an emphasis on skills that will prepare students for futures where they will be expected to provide archaeological and historic preservation-based input on planning and decision-making in settings with historic urban landscapes that continue to hold deep meaning for the communities who are still connected to those and other historic places and spaces. For more information visit: http://cas.umt.edu/anthropology/Underground/default.php

Curation and Lab Practicum
ANTY 467, Section 83, CRN 51220
July 1-19, 2013  Tuition: $1055 Lab Fee: $60 Credits: 4
Over two-thirds of archaeological work takes place in the lab; hence this course is dedicated to focusing on the post-field skills students need, with an emphasis on artifact cataloging, laboratory analysis, artifact identification, storage mount building, artifact photography, museum/repository organization and standards, PastPerfect 5.0 museum software training, and ensuring artifacts can be kept connected to the sites and landscapes from which they originated. For more information visit: http://cas.umt.edu/anthropology/labcuration/default.php

Landscape Archaeology and Culture Camp
ANTY 467, Section 84, CRN 51221
July 22-August 2, 2013  Tuition: $1960 Credits: 4
This field course will provide training in the interdisciplinary documentation of archaeological sites and landscapes, with the intent of better preparing students for the management of cultural and natural resources, as well as related careers dedicated to environmental planning and sustainability, education, and preservation of the world’s cultural heritage. Students will learn how to apply technological approaches to surveying, documenting, and interpreting the landscape, with an emphasis on recording archaeological landscapes via laser scanning. The field school will be splitting time between the Northern Cheyenne Reservation (near Busby, Montana), working closely with tribal elders and the local tribal college to document a reservation era village and cabin sites as well as visiting the ongoing archaeological survey of Kase’etsevo’ estaneveosehaesta’tanemo (Where the Girl Saved Her Brother)/Rosebud Battlefield. The field school will also be working at Pictograph Cave State Park outside of Billings, Montana, where students will learn how to apply a variety of technological approaches, such as laser scanners and three-dimensional model development, to the documentation of places like Pictograph Cave and Ghost Cave.
For more information visit: http://cas.umt.edu/anthropology/landscape/default.php

Application deadline: April 15, 2013
Send letter of interest and unofficial transcripts to:
bethany.campbell@mso.umt.edu
or
kelly.dixon@mso.umt.edu

Special thanks to....